
 
 

 

 
 

Part of the Finnish History a thousand years ago is hidden 

and lost memories.(The picture to the left portrays King 

Rurik, founder of Novgorod, i.e. Holmgard.) 

Historical background to the opera  
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Historical background to the opera: Mighty Jewel and the Vikings 

The history of Scandinavia and Northern Europe has traditionally been dominated by the Vikings in 

the west and the Russians in the East, who spread to become the biggest state of the world. Between 

these two were the Finns. According to the generally accepted history Finland never developed into 

a souvereign Kingdom, but instead remained for centuries part of Sweden and Russia and a Grand 

Dutchy of Russia still for more than a hundred years before declaring her independence in 1917.   

Since history is written by the conquerors, Finns are seldom spoken of in the context of  older 

Viking and Russian history. To sketch another historical truth there is alternative information 

available. Finns have had a role ti play not only in the Swedish armies, but other functions as well 

as ancient writings, archeology and DNA have revealed. Finland was a Kingdom. We can dwell 

into this soon enough, but let us visit Germany and Rome first. It has been told that Finns have sat 

on top of fur loads in the Viking ships, acted as traders and interpreters while the Danish and 

Swedish boys and young men were guarding, rowing and moving the ships forward when directed 

towards Novgorod to do business.      

A German text from the 7th century reveals a peculiar fact; The Roman Emperor ruled over Finland 

in the 5th century.  "Caesare weold Graecum, ond Caelic Finnum" Meaning that the Emperor ruled 

Greece and the Kalevan/ Karelian Finns. Traditionally the view has been that the Roman Empires´ 

power or influence never covered Scandinavia or Finland. It may well be, that this “rule” never 

meant any kind of activity. It was just a known fact that these territories existed and a claim was 

made to include these areas to the conquered lands simply because they existed and no-one had 

made any contradictory claims. It is a fact, however, that unearthed treasures in Finland have 

included Roman and Bysanth coins. The explanation gives is that they have been taken to Finland 

in Viking business.    

Before the glory days of the Vikings Finland was a strong and independent linguistic and cultural 

area, a nation. Finns were skillful metal manipulators and smiths, producing high quality armaments 

to soldiers and gem-decorated impressive jewelry. Finns traded with the Baltics and central Europe. 

The area of the Finns Nation was four times the size of our present Finland, a true Magnum Finland.   

Finland and the Vikings 

There never has been given a good explanation to why Vikings not continuously robbrd nor raided 

or occupied Finland, a country so close and so large. Yet during the same time waves of blood 

rolled over the rest of Europe. Did we belong to the same people? Either Finns were superior 

soldiers, which the Vikings did not want to challenge or we were in practice the same folks as they. 

The raiders that we saw visit us, may well have been raiding all of Scandinavia. These Vikings, who 

lived on the edge of society as hungry criminal gangs are the same type of people we see in our 

present societies today. Instead of rowing longboats they may be riding motorbikes. 

The Viking era has been set in our history books between the years 800-1200 AD. High hilltops in 

Finland were turned into log fortresses, “castle mountains”, with pre-built bond fires ready to be set 

on fire to warn neighboring villages, if ill-willed Viking raiders were sighted. The villagers down 

by the water below could then collect their dearest and move into the fortresses to defend 

themselves, often seeing, how their villages were raided, looted and burned down. Defenses in the 

castle hills typically were well designed and had food storages and held until the raiders got bored 

and left, understanding that fighting would mean loss of life also on their side of the pointed fence.    
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Kingdom Finland- Suomi? 

The Nordic sagas and documents in Germany that have survived to this day reveal, that at least 

during the 7th century and as late as the year 1190 Finland was considered one of the Nordic 

Kingdoms. Finns were thus not merely a loose, poor and underdeveloped group of deep forest 

dwellers.  

According to the Viking sagas, Finland was at the end of the First Millennium some kind of a center 

of the North, a place where the decision to start the Norwegian and Danish Kingdoms was made. 

The sagas also reveal that many Finnish men and women left to rule in Norway, Denmark and 

especially Sweden. Kings and Queens.  

The best information source on the Finnish Kings is the collection of Islandic Sagas dating back to 

the years 1100-1300 AD. Finnish Kings are mentioned in them 30 times. For some reason some 

kings have been glorified into the mythology of Gods. As an example of these are King Fornjotr´s 

sons Hler, Loge and Kare, who are described as Godlike figures in the mythology. Hler starts the 

Danish Kingdom and then turns into Aegir, God of the Seas, Loge starts the Kingdom of Norway 

and turns into the God of Fire. 

The position of Finland as the Center of the North then slowly vanished from the scripts, but a 

Finnish King is mentioned still in 1154 Ad, as a Sicilian inhabitant Ad Idrisi makes a note of money 

deposited by the Finnish Kings. Thus the Finnish Kings were known as far as Italy and Sicily at that 

time.    

The position was not lost until the beginning of the decade of 1250 

Finland ended up under the rule of Sweden in 1249 (-1250), about a hundred years later that 

suggested in the widespread written history. Those, who win the wars, write the history. They wipe 

off a hundred years and if they so choose, rename the cities. Soon nobody remembered that Finland 

once was a large, developed and influential Kingdom. Instead, during the years of the Swedish 

influence, teachers told that Finland was, before the Swedish came, an illiterate and barbaric nation 

of trolls, living deep in their forests, living a nomadic life picking up whatever they found to eat or 

use.     

Finnish Prince Rurik 

It has been estimated, that Rurik lived in 830-879 AD. According to a saga, he took command of 

Staraja Ladoga area from the Baltic Sea Finns and founded the City of Novgorod. It has been 

widely accepted as a fact, that Price Rurik was a “varjag”, ex-viking leader. Recent DNA research 

has revealed that he has been of Finnish origin. The Prince Rurik genes originate here, in the Vasa 

coastal area. He was thus with high certainty of Finnish origins, a Finnish Viking.   

There is an initiative within the Family Tree Project to approach the history of Rurik following the 

geneological bloodlines of the present time noble families and royalty. The results indicate that the 

entry of family of Rurik and the alleged Viking invasion to Russia actually was immigration of 

Karelian- Vepsian origin. The largest part of the population in Russian Novgorod area is according 

to the DNA findings, genetically Finnish. The reason for this is that the Finnish Prince Rurik, the 

Father of the Rurik Trone and Empire, founded the Novgorod City State and dedicated it to and 

populated the area with inhabitants.      
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There is controversy, however, and it is said in broader terms, that the Scandinavians founded the 

city and the area of Novgorod in the years of  900AD. It is a fact, that the Rurik Dynasty ruled 

Russia for about 600 years. The peace, that Rurik and his brothers came to safeguard, lasted 

continuously for 200 years. After Novgorod lost its position as a trading center and as a 

democratically chosen “vetse”- governed City State and local center of power and capital, Kiev 

became the new Center of Russia, with Moscow emerging. 

 The only source written extensively about Rurik is the Chronicle of Nestor, from 1100 

AD.  Nestorin kronikka  It proposes, that  the Fenno-Ugric and Slavic tribes, the Tšueds, 

Slovenians, The Krivitšes, the Vepsian and the Mervegians declined paying taxes, 

(vepsäläiset ja merjalaiset,) deported the Varjags and started to govern themselves. The tribes ended 

in disputeds and wars broke out. This is when they decided to invited the varjags back, contacting 

Prince Rurik and asking him to bring his brothers to start peace keeping forces. It is said, like told 

before, that Rurik was a “Varjag”, a Viking. It is apparent, that he was somehow known and the 

invitation took place. 

 

https://fi.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nestorin_kronikka
https://fi.wikipedia.org/wiki/Veps%C3%A4l%C3%A4iset
https://fi.wikipedia.org/wiki/Merjalaiset
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An old  Encyclopedia page 

 

 

Novgorod, former Veliki, Capital of Novgorod 

oblast, 53 700 km2, in 1959, 710 000 inhabitants. 

Left riverbank has a Kreml, where Sofia´s Church 

(1045-50). Russian 1000 years monument hoisted 

in 1862. Right river bank, Antonius´s  Monastery. 

Great damage in WW II. Prehistory: 

Archeological finds: 8 meters thick cultural layer, 

many wood paved streets, Birch-Bark letters in 

ancient church Slavic, containing more than 300 

private letters, official documents, oldest from 11th 

century. A silver treasure with 871 arabic coins, 

youngest 969-970 AD. [H.Arbman, Svear i 

Österviking (1955); C.F. Meinander 

(Nordenskiöld foundation journal 1956)… Great 

Novgorod covered all of North Russian territory 

13th and 14th centuries reaching to the Ice-Sea. 

Fought against Sweden about ownership of 

Karelia and Finland. In 1323 Sweden and 

Novgorod divided Karelia between them. In 1478 

Ivan the III conquered Novgorod and its trading 

position was lost. In 1570 Ivan the IV let loot 

Novgorod and kill thousands of inhabitants. 

Sweden took over in 1611 with Jaakko De la 

Gardie heading the troops. He kept Novgorod in 

Swedens possession until 1617, Stolbova treaty.   
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Rurik 
Rurik, Rörik in Swedish 

died in 879 AD 

The starter of the Russian empire and a Varjag chief, who, according to Nestor Chronicles arrived 

with his brothers Sineus and Trevor to reign in Novgorod and soon after his brothers died, 

continued alone. 

Family, considering themselves as descendants of Rurik, reigned over Russia until 1598. 

A DNA –analyses has been carried out on the bones claimed to be King Ruriks remains. This study 

has revealed that Rurik possibly has originated from the Finnish Vaasa (Wasa) area, where this 

similar genome (N1c1) is met. A separate article on this matter follows on the next page.    

There is historical information, which explains, that Rurik and his brothers were invited to bring 

stability to end the unrest covering large areas of tribes. Rurik founded the City State of Novgorod 

and his brothers, Truvor founded Kiev and Sineus formed Belarus.   Then, Finns were part of the 

“Northern people”, which supposedly included Estonian people as well. There is a concept that 

Rurik had ruled over Estonia also for some time, when he there received his invitation to rule over 

Russian territories and left for Novgorod  (In Viking language: Hemgrdr “Home estate”) with his 

brothers.  We still don´t know exactly, how the invitation was decided and sent to Rurik, but of 

course we can draw a conclusion from the fact that Novgorod became a sovereign democracy, led 

by a meeting, “vetše”. 

 

 

 

Rus (ven.), Russians 

In the oldest historical writings ”Rus” is the name for the people that later became the name of the 

later Russian empire and its inhabitants. (Bysanthian writings call them rhõs) Accoding to Nestor, 

rus:ses were “Varjag-people” (Vikings) who came rowing ships across the seas. (”på ro-båtar”, on 

row-boats) There are many historic, documented facts, that Rus:ses, Russians are of Nordic origins.   

According to V. Thomsen the name has the same origins as the finnish word for Sweden, “Ruotsi” 

and is a derivative of a Swedish county, Roden, or Roslagen. In the Swedish language these names 

are “Svenska“ and “Sverige” of “Svea”. In our language in Finland, a Swede and a Russian , 

“ruotsalainen ja ryssä” are from the same source.  

Modern Russian research claims that the rus:es where either Slavic or both Slavic and 

Scandinavian.. (See: V.Thomsen, Det russiske rigets Grundlaeggelse ved Nordboerne (1919) 

E.Hjärne, Namn och bygd (1947) H. Paszkiewicz, The Origin of Russia (1954) ) 

It is thus a founded claim to say that the Russians are really Swedes, or Finns, people who governed 

large territories, all the way to Skåne, just across Denmark.  
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Gene research, genealogy 

The zars, were Ugrians up to the 17th century and the invited Vikings were a group of mixed breeding; 

Germanic, Slavic, Ugrians (Karelians and Estonians) We have to take note of the fact that all of Sweden was 

inhabited by Laplanders ( Saame)  and Finnish tribes, excluding the Skåne region down by Denmark. The 

DNA-haplo-groups point to the north of the Birka-area, the Finns and to the Karelian Aunus. Sweden 

“Ruotsi” and Swedes, “Ruotsalaiset” took form only after the Danes organized themselves at the turn of the 

13th century.  

The genetic DNA- haplo group N1c1 belongs to the most common Finnish N- haplo group. 65% of finnish 

men are of this type. More precicely, Finnish men are part of a mutation from this N-haplogroup, the N1c1. 

Most of the people in the Novgorod area are genetically Finnish.    

The archeological findings have shown that most of the oldest items in the Novgorod area are from around 

850 AD and are Finnish items. An interesting observation is of course, that since there was no paper, 

messages and documents were written and drawn on the paper-like Birch-bark. There is a rumor that an 

entire Bible had been transcribed, “punched” on bark, but the bibles have been lost in the fires that broke out 

easily in cities those days. In the opera, “Mighty Jewel and the Vikings”, a message to King Rurik is 

delivered written on bark.  

If you ever have wondered, who started Russia, the answer is thus: A Finnish Viking from the district of 

Wasa on the Finish West-coast, a varjag and Prince, later King Rurik, year 862. This is the time that has been 

attributed to the start of the Russian Empire and Monarchy.This history has never been taught, even though it 

is now available to us right in plain sight.   

The later rulers, the Romanov-family also has Rurik blood in their veins and are inheritants of the Rurik 

Dynasty. We should also remember, that when St Peterburg was founded, most of the inhabitants in that area 

were Finnish. “Nevskij Prospect”, the St. Petersburg main street has been named after Aleksanteri 

Nevalainen, a Finnish, highly appreciated Russian national hero. 

These historical views were openly and widely shared and taught by teachers still in the 18th century. For 

some reason or other it has been very quiet in this part of the library lately.  There has been a fluent effort to 

claim that the Finnish and the Russian cultures and races are so very different. This declination has been 

supported widely in the west, maybe because of the different alphabet, a language barrier (the Finnish 

language has a myriad of Russian vocabulary) and of course the “Small Hate and Big Hate”-periods in our 

history, where the Russian conquerors, our cousins, treated us, stubborn lovers of freedom and justice, badly 

in a vain effort to put us on our knees.  

The radical turmoils of our societies and the World Wars have also been a period of re-writing history. We 

have had to motivate ourselves on both sides of the border to kill and bomb each others. We forget, that 

Russia is so big and stretches over such an area, that it is just as easy to claim at the far end, that Russia and 

Russians actually are of Mantshurian- Chinese origin as well culturally as genetically, not to mention that the 

Siberian, Mongolian, Saame Laplanders and Eskimos and the American Indians in reality form the Northern 

Folk and a Nation of Tribes..    

What we are interested in is, of course, that in our eyes, Russian are often beautiful, handsome  people. Of 

course they are, as they are of the same race. It is so easy to fall for the beauty, the by attitude and prejudice 

forbidden love. The genes in our bodies command our hormones and overrule the social norm.  

One could think that in this globally strange and somewhat dangerous time that we live, it is questionable to 

treat Russia as an outsider and thus force it to act in opposition and offer a low threshold to make troubles. 
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The Mighty Jewel and the Vikings has been noticed in Russia already 

in 2014 
 

 

The Opera is being translated in Russian and has created interest in the Russian Government. It would be 

great to have e Premiere for it also in Novgorod and thus offer the “Mighty Jewel” Rurik sings about also to 

our neighbors, the Russians.  

  
Medals of honor given to the Composer and his Mother in 2016 

On the next pages are pictures of the official letters from the Russian 

President´s Office and the Office of the Ministry for Cultural Affairs.  
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Office of the Russian President 
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 Letter from the Ministry for Cultural Affairs 
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Seal of King Rurik in a Viking inspired chain 
The stylish, abstract design of a Striking Hawk looka a bit like Russian art of the 60´s  

 

 

Coat of Arms of King Rurik 
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King Rurik, Founder of Novgorod and Russia 
 

 

 

 


